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Monoline Exposures Resulted in $54 Billion in Charges for Banks,  

According to New ISDA Study 
 

NEW YORK, November 8, 2011 – The counterparty credit risk exposure of 12 US bank 

holding companies and international banking companies to monoline insurers has led to some 

$54 billion in write-downs by the banks since 2007, according to a new analysis by the 

International Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc. (ISDA). 

 

ISDA conducted the study as part of its examination into the losses incurred in the US banking 

system due to counterparty defaults on OTC derivatives.  An earlier paper on the subject, based 

on data from the US Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), showed such losses for 

US banks amounted to only $2.7 billion from 2007 through the first quarter of 2011. After 

further investigation, it became apparent that the transactions involving subprime mortgage risk 

taken in synthetic form (via derivatives) were booked in firms outside the US banking system.  

 

The paper published by ISDA today follows from that research.  Its major findings include: 

 

 From 2007 through the first quarter of 2011, the 12 firms included in the study took 

aggregate credit provisions in the form of Counterparty Valuation Adjustment (CVA) 

Charges of approximately $54 billion on their monoline exposures.  

 The monoline exposures and corresponding CVA Charges were primarily related to real 

estate and consisted of credit default swaps (CDS) on pools of mortgage-based securities. 

 Four of the banks referenced above accounted for $43 billion of CVA Charges.  While 

large, the losses of the four institutions on cash mortgages were far greater. 

 Counterparty credit losses on plain vanilla derivatives products were insignificant 

compared to these charges. 

 Derivatives with insurance companies are generally not subject to regulation under the 

Dodd-Frank Act. 

“This and the earlier study on losses from counterparty defaults provide additional evidence that 

structured real estate risk taken in synthetic form resulted in a large majority of losses taken by 

banks on derivatives during the crisis,” said Conrad Voldstad, ISDA’s Chief Executive Officer. 

“Losses on plain vanilla products occurred but were relatively modest as the earlier paper 

revealed.  Serious risk management mistakes were made with real estate and insurance 

companies, but the industry’s track record on plain vanilla product needs to be reconsidered.” 
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The full ISDA paper "Counterparty Credit Risk Management in the US Over-the-Counter (OTC) 

Derivatives Markets, Part 2: A Review of Monoline Exposure" is available on ISDA's website.  

 

For More Information, Please Contact:  
Lauren Dobbs, ISDA New York, +1 212 901 6019, ldobbs@isda.org  

Rose Millburn, ISDA London, +44 203 088 3526, rmillburn@isda.org 

Donna Chan, ISDA Hong Kong, +852 2200 5906, dchan@isda.org   

  

About ISDA 

Since 1985, ISDA has worked to make the global over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives markets 

safer and more efficient. Today, ISDA is one of the world’s largest global financial trade 

associations, with over 825 member institutions from 57 countries on six continents. These 

members include a broad range of OTC derivatives market participants: global, international and 

regional banks, asset managers, energy and commodities firms, government and supranational 

entities, insurers and diversified financial institutions, corporations, law firms, exchanges, 

clearinghouses and other service providers. Information about ISDA and its activities is available 

on the Association's web site: www.isda.org. 
  
ISDA® is a registered trademark of the International Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc. 
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